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c:!>paHK H.M. 
E3 6757 

Pa3BHTHe HCCneAOB8HHH CTpyKTj'pbl _S!Apa C IIOMOmbJO Heii:TpOHOB 

ITperipHHT conep~HT TeKCT BBOAHOrO AOKnana, IIpO~HT8HHOrO 31 HJOnSI 
1972 r. B Eynarrernre Ha Koaq,epeHUHH rro nsy~eHHJO cryKryphi SI.lpa c rroMO!Ub!C 
jHeii:TpOHOBo . , 

B rrepBoii ~acrn noKnana rrocne ae6onbrnoro ncropn~ecKoro BBeneHHSI ro
BOPHTCSI 0 CBSI3H q,yHAaMeHTanbHb!X H I!pHKnaAHb!X rrpo6neM, xapaKTepHoii JlnH 

l~eiirpoanoii q,usnKn. Bo BTopoii ~aCTII · orMe~aeTcSI 3Ha~eane nccnenoBaHHii 
. 6hiCTpb!MII H.eii:TpOHaMH H IIOA~epKHBaeTCSI He06XOAHMOCTb nanbHeiirnero npo
pecca B aKcnepnMearanbHoii TeXHHK~. B rpeTbeii: ~acTH· noKnana paccMorpeHo 
a3BHTHe HCCneAOBBHHii S!Aep C IIOMOillb!O pe30H8HCHbiX HeiirpOI!OB B rrep!iOJl 
peMeHn rrocne AHTBeprreHCKOii Koaq,epeHUHH 1965 r. B saKnJO'II-ITenbnoii 'lacru 
oKnana o6pamaercSI BHHMaHne Ha rropasnrenhHoe MHoroo6pasnn csoiicrB neii

poHHhiX pe30HaHCOB S!Aep II Ha B03MOlKHOCTH HX H3y~e.HHSI. 

flpenpHHT 06'be,[lHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa ll,llepHbiX HCCJieAOBaHHH. 

,lzy6Ha, 1972 

Frank I.M. 
E3 - 6157 

Progress in the Study of Nuclear Structure with Neutrons 

The paper contains the Introductory Ta.lk given at the Confe
rence on Nuclear Structure Studies ~ith Neutrons which was held in 
Budapest on July 31 - August 5, 1972. . 

After a brief historical introduction, the first part of the paper 
is devoted to the relationship between fundamental problems of neu
tron physics md its applications characteristicof neutron physics. 
In the second· part, the importance of studies using fast neutrons 
a.nd the necessity of developing the exPerimental technique are notecll. 
In the third part, the development of nuclear studies by means of 
resonant neutrons during the period following the 1965 Antwerp Con
ference is reviewed. In the ·concluding part, attention is drawn to 
the impressing variety of the properties of neutron . resonances 
and the possibilities of their studying. 

Preprint. Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. 
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I. Introduction 

1972 is an anni~ersary year for neutron physics 
was the fortieth ·anniversary of the day. when Pro 
submitted for. ·publication his famous paper ''Possil 
a Neutron" which appeared in· "Nature" on Febru2 
In fact, during the two · previous years physicists 
investigations of neutron radiation. without knowing 
with and had calleditBothe-Becker beryllium. rays /2. 
ten years before that Professor E.Rutherford had 
prophetical words about the possible existence of a neu 
As to ·the experimental observation of·the neutron, c 
the fact that Frederic and ·Irene Joliot-Curie ca1 
discovery when they detected recoil protons produ 

. by .Bothe ana Becker rays. It was just the experiment 
tion of recoil nuclei and their analysis that led Profe~ 
this discovery. · ' . . 

Only ten years separate the . experimental d 
neutron from the _realization of the nuclear chain 1 

aid of neutrons. That decade was rich in outstandii1 
many of which are of direct importance to the prob 
at· this Conference. Now. I -would only like_ to emph 
rapidly developing· relationship between neutron physic 
energy problem involved a limited understanding of 
for a number of years. This relationship leadsus to C( 

only ·a problem of nuclear physics, ,which has a numl 
·applications, but rather as one of the branches of te 
· However; gradually the fundameni;al trends·of nuclea 

with· neutrons were developing and became a subject · 
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I. Introduction 

1972 is an a~niversary year for neutron physics. On February 17. 
was the fortieth anniversary of the day. when Professor Chadwick 
submitted for. publication his famous paper "Possible Existence of 
a Neutron" which appeared in· "Nature" on February 27, 1932/J/ . 
In fact, during the two· previous years physicists hadbeguntheir 
investigations of neutron radiation. without knowing what they dealt 
with and had called it Bothe-Becker beryllium.rays /2/. As iong as 
ten years before that Professor E.Rutherford had pronmmced ~h,e· 
prophetical words about the possible existence of a neutral particle I ' . 
As to 'the experimental observation of·the neutron, one should recall 
the fact that Frederic and ·Irene Joliot-Curie came close to this 
discovery when they detected recoil protons produced . in hydrogen 

. by .Bothe an'd Becker rays. It was just the. experiments on the. genera-· · · 
tion of recoil nuclei and their analysis that led Professor Chadwick to 
this discovery. ' · · , 

Only ten years separate the . experimental . discovery of the. 
neutron from the. realization of the nuclear chain . reaction with the 
aid of neutrons. That decade was rich in outstanding achievements, 
many of which. are of direct importance to the problems considered 
at· this Conference. Now· !would only .like to emphasize that the so 
rapidly developing -relationship between neutron physics and.the nuclear. 
energy problem involved ·a limited understanding of neutron physics 
for a number of years. This relationship leads us to consider it as not 
only ·a problem of. nuclear physics, which has a number of important 
applications, but rather ·as one of the branches of technical physics.: 

.· However, gradually the fundamental trends of nuclear investigations: 
with neutrons ~ere developingand became a subject of wideinterna~ 
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tional .discussion~. First of all 1 refer. here to the 1965 Conference 
at Antwerp, which was entitled · "Nuclear · Str.u~ture Study· with 
Neutrons". This title (mtirely .fitted the topics covered at that Con-: 
·ference /.t:' and emphasized· the fact that nuclear investigations.with ·· 
n:eutrons were not only important, but also original, which made it. 
possible to separate them as an independent subject for discussions. 
The Antwerp Conference .was preceded by the 195} Inten~~onal 

. Conference which had taken place at the Columbia University 
5 

as. 
well as by a number of relatively small meetings, mainly of national..· 
character. · ·.· · · - . - · ·. -
. :. It is not by chance that the present Conference in Budapest 

has the· same title as the one at Antwerp. In this coimectioni should. 
in a sense, build a bridge acro~sthe seven years which separate the--
two Conferences~ It goes without saying that· I ·cannot give a full 
review of· all proble_ms and, therefore, I shall mention only a fe~ 

. selected examples. .. · 

~j.' 

II. Applications of Neutron Physics 

First ~-of all it is. worth emphasizing that the links betwee~ 
ne~tron physics and applications have been destroyed neither in 1965, · 
rior at present. In his introductory lecture :to the Antwerp Conference 
Professor Bretscher paid special attention to the necess'ity of· 
determining the constants which characterize the interaction of neut-
_rons with nuclei. This practical application of the results obtained in 
neutron physics has in no case lost its significance. It is pleasant to 
note that nowadays a wide international collaboration in this field of 
science takes place through IAEA. 

· Practical requirements ,do not always consist simply in a compi
lation of data. The development of nuclear energy constantly brings 
forward new difficult tasks for n{mtrori physics~ As an illustration, one · 
can mention therecentdetermination ofthevalueof a •, i.e., the ra-. 
tio ·of neutrino ·capture to fission, for plutonium for a wide energy_ 
range.· Since there have been no reliable methods for such measure
ments,the ·first results obtained in different countries appeared to 'con~ 
tradict each other to a considerable extent. It is clear in ;this· situation 
that the. international cooperation in this and similar fields.wo.uld be of 
invaluable importance. The applications of neutron physics are. not 
restricted to nuclear energy. We know .that neutron capture cross 
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sections and their energy dependence are important, for example> 
for astrophysics;· arid some neutron physics methods are extensiv~ly 
used in other branches of science . .For instance, slow neutr~n ophcs 
begins to turn into an ;independent science which has a ~id~ range of . 
applications, in the physics of condensed matter. In parhcular, we. 
may expect. significant achievements in the 'study of the structure of 

·the molecules of animate .matter, which quite recently have been the 
monopoly of · x-ray diffraction analysis .. It is also possible that 
inelastic scattering of slow neutrons. will be employed t? study .. the 
dynamics of biophysical processes. . . 

Not only. the. problems .arising in reactor construction, b~t 
also otb.er a·pplications of neutron physics stimulate now. the. develop
ment of·neutron sources and experimental methods .. For instance, the 
completion of reactors with high flux density in Brookhaven ar;td 
Grenoble, the importance of which one cannot help mentioning, .also 
opens up wide future possibilities for the physics of condensed· matter. 

There is no doubt that the close relationship between the solution 
of' funda'mental problems 'and applications, which was mentioned in 
Antwerp, conti~ues. In fact, this rehitionship is deeper than it may 

. look at first sight. If we recall the development of nuclear energy, .we 
cannot help. noting that, at one time, the theoretical ideas of Bohr-.· 
Frenkel were of exceptional importance. According .to these. ideas 
thefission process is considered in analogy to the fission of .a .charg~d 
liquid drop. However, it. became clear shortly afterwards that this 
p.lienomenon is extremely' complicated, and the further development 
of its technical applications· Was mainly based upon empirical.data. 
It l.s evident that any new fundamental z:esults in fission physics. and 
any subsequent progress in theoretic'al · understaf?.ding ~ust have 

·practical applications. This. most important progress is actually 
taking place in fission physics at pre~ent. W<:only need to recall the 
discovery of spcmtan'eously fissioning isomers at Dubna 1'1 .. and the. 
subsequent discoveries of the fluctuations of subthreshold. fission 
cr()SS s'ections /B/ at Saclay ·(France) and in Belgium. Shor.tly after
wards these discoveries led to the assumption of the double-humpe~ 

. fission barrier that was discussed at ~e Intern!ltional Symposium at 
Dubna in 1968/9

•
101. As a result, for the first time the Bohr. model 

of the fission barrier has undergone essential changes. ' . 
. , • I think that during the years. following the. i\,ntw~rp ·~onference 
in, the l development of iinks between theory and applications, the 
fu~damental problems· to which this Conference is devoted became 
of greater. importance. I have illustrated this by an example from 
fission physics .. 
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:· III.· Studies'with Fast.Neutrons ·. 

. From the. point oi view of n1ethods and purp~ses, neutron physics 
· cori~ists.of several 'fields, which areconnected tosome extent. I shal~ 

mention only a few of them. As we remember, the investigation of. the 
. triteraction of fast rie'utrons with nuclei (H.Barshall, 1953) resulted in 

the. optical modef of the nucleus. Then a considerable. advance in its 
. development' resuited from charged particle ·· studies. Fro.m the 
physical .point of .. view, of course, experiments both with proton~ .and 

· . neutrons are required. In the second. case the interpretat~qn 'of·the 
•· results is simplified·because oftheabsericeofthe.Coulomb interaction· 

which • is especial.ly Important ior scattering at s·mall angles. However,
. some experimental difficulties arise here. At the Antwerp Conference 
· ·the ·progress in experimental techniques for studies with fast neutrons, 
esp~cially the time.;.of-flight method, was· discussed~ In many cases 
it. was rather helpful .to. use the possibility .of separating neutrons 
from gamma-rays usi'ng pulse shape discrimination in scintillation ' 

·counters. The most significant. results have.· been· obtained. from· 
experiments with neutrons· ·of energies upto ·a few Mey. At the same . 
time rapid progress has also taken place in experiments with charged ' ' 

. particles: If we speak aboutthe energy region usually studied by means 
·of modern eh~ctrostatic tandem .generators, protons have some advan
tages compared to neutrons.-'These advantages are connected with the 
possibility of producing monoenergetic beams andseparating elastic 
and inehistic scattering. If the first excited state is less than 100 keV 

. above the. ground state, itis notalwayspossible to separate compleh~ly 
elastic and inelastic' components for incid~nt neutron energies above 
10 MeV. In addition,. some difficulties arise becau·se ·of. the small . 
amounts of separatedisotopes· that ar'e available· as ~target ·materials·. 

· Nev;J1t~~le_ss, investigatio~s of this energy region have been carried 
out • I.. · .. · . . . . . 

· As an illustration, I give 'in Fig. 1 the energy dependence of 
the total cr~ss section of the: 207Pb. nucleus for neutrons in. the region 

-13-17· MeV 127. One can observe here a deviation from the smooth 
. behaviour,, i.e., a peak at 16.7 MeV. ·The peak heightis about 0.2 barn, 

i.e.' approximately 4% of the total cross section which is 5.5 barn. It 
is worth noting that the anomaly _is observed in the .energy region 
where 208Pb has to have its isobaric analog.states (the-peak is about· 

· l MeV higher than the expected position of tlie analog of the 2osn 
ground state). 
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· Owing to· the forbiddenness~ the excitation. of iso.baric ·analog 
'states by neutrons should occur with small 'probability~ However,. 
it is- quite natural to expect that the possibilitY of ob~ervirig them., 
requires "only sufficiently good energy resolution and experimEmtal 
accuracy. · · · 

IV. ·Progress in the Studies with Resonant Neutrons 
. .-::- . . 

Resonant. and thermal· neutrons form a .specific field of nuclear . 
structure :study with neutrons. During the last few years great prog- · 
ress has been made: in the resolving power of neutron spectrometers, 
experimental methods and data handling. In this connection .one should 

. mention the appearance of a number of. spectrometers with high 
resolution, such as .. ORE.LA. These spectr'oineter·s ha.ve madepossible 
the observation of· regularities i~ the distribution or' neutron' re.sonan
ces. These regularities had not previously, been observable/40

( At the 
same time the necessity of a detailed analysis of neutron res'orianc~s 
leads increasingly to the sp'ecialization of spectrometers to certain. 
operating. conditions, and an increase in resolution is n'ot always th'e 
main aim. · · . . .... · . · 

The classical method from which neutron spectroscopy originat
ed is the measurement of transmission curves from whichneutron 
and total widths of resonances are deduced. The storage of experimen
tal· data was ahead of its analysis. A. particular difficulty was that 

., the data for separated isotopes. were poor. As was remarked by 
·Dr. Julien in his report: at the :Antwerp Conference; considerable 
progress in data analysis was characteristic of thatperiod.hbwever 
·at that time there-'was. still insufficient information available even ..... 

·:··about the spins of S-resonances /JJ/. . · ' . · . .· 
The progres..s of the classification·,· acqui~itfon and analysis 

<. of ·experimental results has. been very r·apid' after the Antwerp Con-
. ·fere.nce. Fpr· elements with many isotopes anumber of S ~a_r:~d. P~wave 

, resonances has beeri identified and their spins determined~ Neverthe
less, } think that during the last five years our undersci'ndi.ng of . 
. the s -wave strength function has changed considerably. However·, .. 
these _new data contained important-results. The theoretical· predie-'. 
tions· that ·the strength function is ·an: .average characteristic of. the 
nuclel}S,. as was ':expected a'ccording ,to .. the ·nuclear· c.ptlcal model, 
were 'confirmed.- Only_ som·e properties of the ·~-dependence of the 

• ' • • • ' ' ' ' - 1 ~ • ' • ' • • ' 

· . .,· .. 



strength function, 'namely a small hump in the region of. 11 = 

165/14 ·~5 • 16 1 1 and especially the region of the minimum near to 
A = 120' 17

•
18

' .are exceptions. In order to explain them, some 
further assumptions were required 19,20/. The strength function 
should vary. slowly in a short interval of z and A. In fact,· this 
has been.· experimentally observed and very vividly illustrated by· 
a comparison of the strength function values of even and odd isotopes 
with neighbouring masses. Indeed, the qifference between the level 
densities in odd- and· even isotopes may differ by two orders of magni
tude; the neutron widths also vary in such a way that the strength 
function remains practically unchanged. For instance' (see Fig. 2), 

-for a 155 Gd target D= 1.8.± 0.3 eV, while for 160'Gd D = 170 eV. At 
the same time·. the strength functions ·for these nuclei are s= (2.1 ± 
. .± 0.3) x 1.04

· and s = (2.6 ~ 1) x w-4 respectively, i.e., identical 
within the limits of errors /1 4 /. · 

Our attention .has been drawn to the fact that the values of the 
strength ·function for most nuclei have considerable errors. This 
is quite natural .if we take into account that both the level spacings 
and widths fluctuate over· a. wide range. Apparently the probability 
of increasing the accuracy is not very large, because the neutron 
energy interval for which an analysis is possible is limited and the 
number of resonances it contains is not very large. 

'· ·Because of large fluctuations in the experimental values of· 
tqe. strength function, the latter cannot be regarded as a sensitive 
measure of deviations from the statistical model. This . fact has 
manifested itself vividly in the search for the spin dependence of the 
nuclear strength function for s -neutrons, which was stimulated by 
the hypothesis of doorway states. A thorough analysis of the results 
obtained indicates that even if in any of the nuclei a difference of nuc
lear ·strength functions is observed for resonances with spins 1 + 1!2 
and 1 - 1/2, even if it exceeded the statistical error, the result would, 
nevertheless, .be unconvincing. If such a deviation were observed in 
a single ca,;;e .. among many nuclei studied, it might well be a random 
fluctuation'~ 1 

. The same applies to the energy dependence. of the 
strength function. Fig. 3 shows the energy,dependence of the sum of 
the reduced neutron widths of resonances in the interval of 0 to 250 eV 
for u 9 

Srr.. It is difficult to approximate the distribution of the points 
by a straight line which it should be. Rather it can be represented' by 
'three linear segments. In th1s case we obtain for the values of the 
strength . function (2.8 .t 1) K 10-.J and (11.1.:· 3 .. 6) X lQ--1 for the 
intervals 0--10 eV and 40-100 eV, respectively. According to the 
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authors' estimate 122l the. ~robability of such a fluctuation is'o.2%. 
Nevertheless, one cannot draw with certainty an unambigoU:s eon-:·'. 
elusion that this fluctuation. is not a random one. One would have to 
be convinced that this kind oi anorrial:V is n-ot an exception. · · 

Strictly speaking, _even if these deviations manifested th·e~selves 
more_ often than expected, we would nevertheless be unable to. state 
in ·all cases .that. this is ·a: -violatiori" of statistical theory. These 

· deviations· may· also be a manifestation of some statistical properties 
albeit unforeseen by the existing nuclear model, which would require 

' . a _further development of- this model. ' ' ' 

If we speak of ·the i~teraction of re~onant 8.-wave neutron_~. 
with nuclei as a whole, both the strength function and the distributions 

· of . resonance neutron widths and . spacings obey rather well the , 
conclusions drawn on the b~sis of the existing model of the nucleus:·-.-::: 
The cases of violations are so far rare and can possibly be regarded, 

·as unimportant exceptions. We have a less ciear understanding of the 
regularities for p -wave neutrons. To· clear them· up, further 
development of experimental methods is required. One should consider 
for this purpose the method of polarized neutrons and targets and the " 
development of the moving sample method /tB/ which was discussed in 
Antwerp 123~ The current development of some other methods is also 
Of great importance. · 

.,' The results available indicate that the strength function has 
a number of interesting peculiarities if one considers it in a _wider 
energy range than has previouslybeEm done in nuclear s~ectro~copy. 
The problem of the strength function as it is related to intermedia-te . 
structur-e was" discussed. at the Conference in .Albany in 1971 124

•
251 

.. 

That Conference was devotednotonly to studies"with neutrons although 
· a considerable fraction. of the programme covered ·this .. subject. 

.• ·I would like to recall that the subject of that co'nference was the study 
of the. statistical prop~rties·. of nuclei. However, in some reports 
attention .was paid to the problem which arise wheri the. statistical 
representations turn out· to be insufficient. ·I would say this very 
problem was at the ceritre of attention at the Conference. This. was 

. stressed .. ·in the conclllding discussions. under the chairmanship of 
Professor E. P. Wigner 126/. · 
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· V. R,esonance Properties 

·It is typical for neutron spectroscopy that on the basis of the 
properties of some individual resonances one can determine only one 
or another characteristic of their behaviour. -This is caused by the 
·fact that until recently it seemed hopeless to find out anything. about 
the structure of neutron resonances. Indeed,· th·e total gamma width 
of resonances f'y remains unchanged from resonance to·resonance 
within the ligtits of errors, i.e., they practically do not depend on the 
individual nature of th~ resonances: As to the specific values of 
neutron widths of resonances there is no reason to interpret them in 
any way· other than according to the Porter-Thomas distribution. 

.The situation began to change afte·r the study of gainma-riiy~ 
spectra in the capture of neutrons in individualresonances, i.e., in 

. the 'investigation of the partial gamma widths l~v. Already at the 
Antwerp Conference Urbanec et al. reported /27/ some data which. 
showed for the example of barium how diverse the spectra of capture 
gamma-rays are from the decay of individual resonances. These data 
were obtained using lithium-germanium detectors, which became at 
that time of increa~i?gly wider use. · · 

Dr. Vervier 2'l discussed in his report to that Conference the 
possibility_ of using u-·Ge detectors for the study of neutron capture 
gamma-rays. He suggested that the study of the spectra of individual 
resonances will be carried out in the future. As we know, the hopes 
for these detectors and their application have been completely· justified. 
The study of neutron capture gamma-rays has .long ago became an 
original branch of nuclear spectroscopy and has been discussed at an 
international· symposium /29/. It is well known now that gamma-ray 
spectra are different not only for resonances with. different spins. 
Instead, the cases when the spectra from different resonances with 
the same spin have considerable similarity are rare exceptions. The 
experimental data obtained at Brookhaven indicate that p·-wave 
resonances in molybdenum represent this exceptional case 1301. 

The gamma-ray spectra which are so differentfor various reso
nances have revealed an extremely large variety of properties of indi
vidual resonances. The neutron spectrometry using photo-nuclear re
actions (y ,n) which has been developed considerably during the last 
few years has also led to the display of some individual features of· 
resonances determined by the probability of transitions between the 
resonant and the ground state (see, e.g., /31/ ). · · 
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During recent years it has become clear that for a not very 
small number of nuclei one can observe the decay of resonances 
accompanied- by. alpha-particle emission, r a -the alpha-widths of 
the resonances; these . widths fluctuate very strongly." Fig, 4 gives 
th~ experimental curve for the yield of gamm~-rays (the upper plot) 
and of alpha-particleidrom the capture ofneutrons in the resonanc.es 
of 149sm /32/. . . . . . . . •· · . 

One can see . that the curves are quite different due to the 
fluctuations of the widths I~ . In this. case the spectrum of alpha
particles is observed which corresponds to the decay in which the 
product nucleus is left in the ground or in any of the excited states. 
Such spectra of alpha-particles are· also an· individual feature of 
resonances. The problem of the alpha decay of resonances will be. 
considered in Yu.P .Popov's contribution to this Conference. Here 
I would only like to note that the peculiarities of alpha decay form 

. a new group of the characte.ristics of individual resonances. 
.The determination of magnetic moments of resonances should 

also be regarded as part of these individual characteristics for the 
investigation in which only the first steps have been taken. Up to now, 
the moments

1
of only two resonances of an erbium nucleus have been 

measured 133 • . . . . ·· 

It is quite natural that the abundance of information characteriz~ 
ing an individual resonance. stimulated the theoretical co-nsideration o1 
the problem of. resonance'. structure . 34/ . ' to which the report by 
V.G.Soloviev at this Conference. ·is devoted. · 

I believe that the· situation may be described in the followinr · · 
way. There are resonances 'with identical quantum characteristics 
i..e., the same spin and·parity. The corresponding excitation energie~ 

·of the nucleus are also almost identical. Indeed, even i1 the distance 
between resonances ·is a few keV, this value is still by three orden 
of magnitude less than the· neutron binding energy. Neverfheless.: a~ 
we have already seen such· resonances have rather different 
properties, and· we are still helpless in our attempts to explain these 
dHferences. · . · 

. There is no doubt that the structure of· such excited 'states· 
as neutron resonances is very complicated, and therPfore. one.can 
hardly find any additional quantum characteristic to describe· their 
differences. It· would be more natural to continue thmking that we 
ca!lnot learn anything ·about the structure of an individual resonance. 
i.e., the theory can give us no information except the aVPragP partial 
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.width r for a· given decay .mode "and the di~t~ibution law.fbr this 
value. fri practice) however~ searches arebeingperformedfor, do.orway 

· stat~s and for ~ntermediate structure to clear up their natur~, Le., 
attempts are. ·being made to overcome .this· negative viewpoint. We 
know that .at least some of these attempts have been successful. . 

We can base all these attempts. only on the features of resonance . 
de"cay or inverse processes .associated with the probability· for the 

· production of the. resonance. Therefor·e, it maf be helpful to introduce 
·. a special .term for the relative"' value . of the probability for .each 

individual decay mode of a resonance. I have used th·e convEmtionof 
calling. this "the affinity" with a· given decay mode. This can be 
quantitatively defined .as a ratio of thereduced partial width r1~,. to 
its average value ·of< r :v > . for many resoriarices. In some cases th~ 

·character of resonance affinity has rather characteristic peculiarities 
·It hasturne~ out, for example, thatthel83.7 eV resonance of 147 Sm(the· · 

,, (_ . ~ . ' 

state 1 ::3'7 · )has an abnormally great probability for' alpha-particle· ., · 
·.··emission associated with the 'qecayto the gr~und s~tel3~/. A sixfold · 

increase of this transition probability is observed compared to the. 
average value measured. for nine resonances 'with J =3- , i.e., the 
affinity of the 183.7. _eV. resonance for. alpha-decay to the ground 
stat~ Ra 

0 
=6 •. The· neutron width~ of 147 Sm resonancep have been. 

studied '/2of, and Dr. Becvar has investigated the. resonance gamma-· 
spectra. It ·has appeare·d that the reduced neutron width of this· 
resonance is. 6 'times. larger than the average, i.e., Rn 6. Thus, this. 
resonance appeares to be· singledout in at least tWo decay channels. 
However, if we have no ·possibility of assigning ·this fact to the. 

· peculiarities .of resonance structure, we shall be forced to consider 
it accidential. The. problem of this resonance will also be discussed 
in a contribution by Yu.P .Popov. · . 

A search for correlations in different decay modes.is a reaso
nable way to study the nature of resonances. However, it is a very 
hard .problem from the experimental point of view:. The correlation· of 
neutron widths ·with the partial widths r is observed :ln those cases . . . - . . ~ 

· where the state of the valence neutron makes a noticeable contribution 
to the resorianc·e structure, as has been clarified by experiments with 
molybdenum carried out at Brookhaven. Apparently one cannot :expect 
a simple· picture in other cases. . 

Now we shall turn to the p'roblem of doorway states which was 
discussed in Professor Feshbach's report to tlie AhtwerpConference 

736! ·.. . . . 
' /At that time only one particular and simple case of doorway states 
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was known, namely, isobaric analog states. During the years following' 
that Conference this problem has been studied to. a considerable 
extent,· but it does not seem to become simpler. In· addition to the 
valence neutron, one can . singl~ out some other cases. One of the 
interesting peculiarities is the presence of a: maximum in the region 
of 5.5 MeV (sometimes called ''pigmy resonance") in the spectrum· 

. of capture gamma-rays for nuclei Close to thalljum. This maximum 
was first observed by L. V .Groshev and co-workers in the capture of 
thermal neutro.ns and was c?nsider~d. in the work by Baz:,Y.}olomew who · 
assumed that 1t was assocmted w1th a doorway state 37

'. The latter 
shows up at the capture of neutrons over a wide energy interval. . 

Apparently a simple configuration prevails in the structure of 
many resonances only in selected cases. As a rule., we can expect.· 
a complicated superposition of such simple configurations. When 

·.considering the characteristics of the decay of individual resonances 
on the basis of the nature of their affinity, we shall perhaps succeed 
in classifying them either by similarities or differences. There is 

. still hope that we shall be able in this way to obtain soine information 
about their structure and their'complexity. It may possibly happen· that, 
when we know the regularities of the resonance distribution to which 
s'oine contributions· to 'tliis Conference are also devoted (see, 
e.g./38•391 ), we shall be in a position to recognize a group of levels 
that would· present the components of superfine structure. Further· 
progress can be also expected in the study of the general properties· 
of states (separated or overlapping) that produce one or another giant 
resonance. · 

Nuclear structure studies have apparently entered a period wheri 
one can expect a much deeper understanding of the nature of nuclear 
states at high excitat~ons than has previously been poss'ible. Besides, 

·we should not forget the importance of studying1the propertiesof.the 
neutron .itself as an elementary particle. This fact should be taken 
into account when we note that the energy region in which investiga
tions are carried out is continuously expanding, and. not only in the 
direction of higher energies. During the last few years experiments 
have been performed with neutrons of · lowest· energies, nameiy, 
ultracold neutrons. The problem of the use ofthese neutrons is a task 
for the future. · · 
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